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PLAY THIS BOARD FIRST! TEAR IT OUT AND TURN TO PAGE 126 FOR THE INSTRUCTIONS
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Jumping Ahead
With a start-to-finish track, you can play a game that isn’t a race, but 
instead is about choosing which squares to hit along the way. This game 
is about jumping ahead any distance – while you can make a big jump 
to get to a good square before everyone else, you’ll be missing out on 
everything you’re jumping over.

For this game you’ll need to convert one of the boards back into a simple 
track. Pick one where you can see a long winding path running through it, 
and use a pen to block off the unnecessary branches (maybe try boards 
number 8, The Ancient Forest, or number 16, The Crimson Coast). Mark 
a start square and an end square.

Since players can jump ahead as far as they like in this game, it wouldn’t 
make sense as a race to the finish. Instead, make it about collecting things 
from squares along the way – picking up types of token (see page 142) 
or earning victory points (see page 163).

The game will finish naturally when everyone has reached the end 
square, so pick a win condition that would allow you to determine 
a winner at that point.

Square ideas

River

Players may not jump past the river if there's a player within ten  
squares of the start.

Rainclouds

Move every player forward one square.

Control Room

Put 'shutdown' tokens on any two squares. Nobody can land on a square  
with a shutdown token.

1. JUMPING Ignore the usual turn order. Instead, the player who’s 
furthest back on the track goes next. If several players are on the 
same square, as they will be at the start, go clockwise from the 
rulekeeper. On your turn you can jump ahead to any square that 
has no other players on it.
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All-in-one creative board game kit

Board games are back in vogue! With board games cafés 
popping up all across the UK, they’re no longer something to 
play on a rainy day, but a fun and social activity for every day 
of the year. They’re the perfect digital antidote and great for 
gathering friends and family together.

Now, you can invent your own board games! Board Games 
to Create and Play is an all-in-one book with everything you 
need to start playing with friends and family. Professional game 
developers Kevan Davis and Viviane Schwarz teach the basics 
of game theory and provide 20 board game designs, each 
repeated three times to allow for multiple games, and 25 rules 
to combine to create (or snadder*) your own unique games. 
Each tear-out board is easy to play – start off with the basic 
rules and then build your way up to make complex games of 
cooperation, bluffing, secret identities, and more.

Imagine a game about absolutely anything you want – whatever 
you come up with is down to the roll of the dice. So whether 
you want to solve a murder mystery, race through a city against 
the clock or sail the seven seas as a pirate, there’s no limit to 
what you can play!

Kevan Davis is a designer of board, street, web and escape 
room games whose work includes the zombie browser game 
Urban Dead and the housework tracker Chore Wars.

Viviane Schwarz is an award-winning author and illustrator 
of interactive books, picture books, graphic novels and craft 
books. She teaches illustration and game design and is a former 
associate lecturer at Plymouth University.

Viviane and Kevan are available for interview.

For all publicity enquiries please contact Frida Green
Tel: 020 7462 1519  •  E-mail: fgreen@pavilionbooks.com
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#SNADDERING

*to create a board game by 
collaboratively creating squares, 
rules and doodles. Portmanteau of 
‘Snakes and Ladders’.


